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Welcome to Three Hagges
Wood-Meadow

Rules to remember

Three Hagges Wood-Meadow began in 2012.
From a bare field, we now have 28 species of native trees and 
shrubs and over 200 species of wildflowers and grasses. 
The wood-meadow is home to many wonderful creatures.
Become a Nature Explorer and find out all about Three 
Hagges Wood-Meadow.
This passport contains themed sections. Visit our three 
themed tents and complete your challenges. For each 
section completed you will receive a sticker.
On the back page is a map of the wood-meadow.

1. Please be considerate to wildlife and people.

2. Stick to the mown areas.

3. Make sure an adult knows where you are at all times.
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Trees  Leaf Bingo

Tree Rings

Take a look at our
tree rings and write
down which is the
oldest tree

....................................

Three Hagges Wood-Meadow is home to 10,000 young trees. 
Below are five different trees that live in the wood-meadow. 
Can you find the leaves that match the tree below and do a 
leaf rubbing for each? Visit the Tree/Flower & Grasses tent 
to collect paper and crayons for your leaf rubbing.

Did you know that trees contain
some of nature’s most accurate
evidence of the past?
Their growth layers, appearing as
rings in the cross section of the
tree record evidence of floods,
droughts, insect attacks and
lightning strikes.

Each year a tree adds to its girth,
the new growth being called a tree ring.
By counting the rings of a tree, we can
accurately determine the age and
health of the tree and the growing
             season of each year.

FUN FACT!The average size tree
can provide enough

wood to make 170,000

pencils.



Flowers & Grasses

Illustration by: Sheri Amsel

Take a look at our wildflower trays and draw a wildflower from the
tray and label your drawing with the name of all the parts of
the flower.

Draw your flower here

Flowers and plants also have a Latin name.
Can you find the Latin name for your wildflower?

What is the common name of this wildflower?
� Cornflower
�  Yellow Rattle
�  Cowslip

What is the common name of this grass?
� Quaking Grass
�  Meadow Fox Tail
�  Crested Dog’s Tail

What is the common name of this wildflower?
� Knapweed
�  Toadflax
�  Dwarf Mallow



Damselflies and Dragonflies
Damselflies and dragonflies are the
most ancient of creatures and,
millions of years ago, included some
of the largest flying invertebrates ever.
They love wet places and their
nymphs are at least semi-aquatic.

PONDLIFEPONDLIFE
Our pond is home to many creatures.
Visit our Pondlife tent to find out more.

Can you write down the three stages of a 
Dragonfly’s life cycle in the right order?

1. ...........................................................................

2. ..........................................................................

3. ..........................................................................

The common frog has
five stages of its life cycle.
Draw a diagram of the stages of the life cycle.

The Common Frog

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

FUN FACT!Dragonflies can fly
backwards, change

direction in mid-air
and hover for up to

a minute.



Winged Wonders
Butterflies and Moths
Butterflies and moths are a beautiful and important part of 
wildlife in the UK. Three Hagges Wood-Meadow is home to many 
butterflies, moths and bees

There are 50 
species of 
butterfly and 
2,500 species of 
moths in the UK.
Can you name
the following 
butterflies and 
moths?

All butterflies and moths go through 
a four-stage life cycle. Which is the 
correct life cycle order?

� Caterpillar, Adult, Egg, Pupa
�  Egg, Adult, Caterpillar, Pupa
�  Pupa, Egg, Caterpillar, Adult
�  Egg, Caterpillar, Pupa, Adult

�  Peacock
�  Painted Lady
�  Red Admiral

�  Adonis Blue
�  Common Blue Male
�  Holly Blue

�  Six Spot Burnett Moth
�  Poplar Hawk Moth
�  Cinnabar Moth



Bees...do flowers need bees
Use these names to

label the diagram
petal
ovule
ovary

stamen
stigma

honeybee

Sheep Dog Demonstrations
Visit John the Shepherd and watch our sheepdog demonstrations

Which animal do you think will crop the grass
the lowest?

 a) horses  �          b) sheep  �          c) cattle  �

Which breed of sheep is John the Shepherd 
looking after with his dogs?

...................................................................................

FUN FACT!Sheep have excellent
memories for the faces

of both other sheep
and humans which they

can remember for
several years.

Which of the parts you have labelled fit these descriptions?

* will become the seeds .....................................................................................

* provide the pollen .............................................................................................

What is the honeybee looking for? ..................................................................



Map of the Wood-Meadow
Can you create
a map which has
the shapes and 
names of the 
Copses on it,
(for example
Plasmor
Copse).

• Can you put the Bee Hotel on?
• Can you put the pond on?
• Can you put Bodgers’ Den on?
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